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Abstract
Parnas et al. (Janicki et al., in: Brink, Kahl, Schmidt (Eds.), Relational Methods in Com-
puter Science, Springer, Berlin, 1997; Parnas, Commun. ACM 26 (8) (1983) 572{581; Parnas
and Madey, Sci. Comput. Programm. 25 (1) (1995) 41{61; Parnas et al., IEEE Trans. Soft-
ware Eng. 20 (12) (1994) 948{976) advocate the use of relational model for documenting the
intended behaviour of programs. In this method, tabular expressions (or tables) are used to
improve readability so that formal documentation can replace conventional documentation. Par-
nas (CRL Report 260, Telecommunications Research Institute of Ontario (TRIO), Mcmaster
University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, 1992) describes several classes of tables and provides
their formal syntax and semantics. In this paper, an alternative, more general and more homo-
geneous semantics is proposed. The model covers all known types of tables used in Software
Engineering. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Software has become critically important, not only in the software industry, com-
puter industry, and information industries, but in all areas of modern technology. In all
software applications, the documentation is important in both the initial development
and the maintenance period that follows. Documentation is used in design reviews,
to guide the programmers, to guide the users, and to save cost when the software
has to be extended or modied. One may observe that the inability of computer sys-
tems developers to provide precise and systematic documentation is the major cause
of expense and unreliability. Even small computer systems can be very complex. In
other engineering elds, mathematical formulas are used to document the properties of
products and their components.
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However, in the classical engineering elds, as well as in mathematics, the formulas
are seldom longer than a dozen and so lines. In software engineering, the formulas are
often much longer. For example, an invariant of a concurrent algorithm can occupy
more than one page, and the specication of a real system can be a formula dozens
or more pages long.
Standard mathematical notation works well for short formulas, but not for long ones.
One way to deal with long formulas is to use some form of module structure and hier-
archical structuring. The paper [26] is an excellent example of this approach. However,
hierarchical structuring and modularity alone are not sucient. The problem is that the
standard mathematical notation is, in principle, linear. This makes it poorly readable
when many cases have to be considered, when functions have many irregular discon-
tinuities, or when the domain and range of functions are built from the elements of
dierent types. It turns out that using tables helps to make mathematics more practical
for computing systems applications [24].
Tabular notation for computer programs and modules made their appearence in the
late 1950s. The General Electric Company [7], and the US Air Force at Norton Air
Force Base apparently played a large role in the inauguration of their use [29,31].
The concept of using tables for software rst appeared in the literature near the start
of 1960s (see [6,11,21,28,32]). The form and names given to the tables also varied
a lot. The designation that soon prevailed was decision tables. These tables are two-
dimensional tables. In this paper we are considering others alternative kind of table
which could be multi-dimensional. The most of (but not all) decision tables [19,20,34]
are special case of one of these type of table (input-vector type). The multi-dimensional
tabular notation makes it easier to consider every case separately while writing or
reading a design document.
The key ideas of a tabular notation, one of the cornerstones of the relational model
for documenting the intended behaviour of programs [24,33,38,39], were rst developed
in work for the US Navy and applied to the A-7E aircraft [9,15,16,42]. The ideas were
picked up by Grumman, the US Air Force, Bell Laboratories and many others. Recently,
the tabular notations have been applied by Ontario Hydro in Darlington Nuclear Plant
[4,36,37].
The industrial applications mentioned above were conducted on, more or less, an ad
hoc basis, i.e. without formal syntax and semantics (new types of tables were invented
according to the needs, the semantics was intuitive one, in particular the inverted tables
were ‘discovered’ almost by mistake [35]).
The papers [38,39] show in a formal way how the documentation required for the
design and use of computing systems can consist of descriptions of a set of relations.
Those relations are represented by multi-dimensional expressions called tables. Parnas
[34] describes several dierent classes of tables and provides their formal syntax and
semantics. All classes considered in [34] were invented for some specic practical
applications. Formal relationship between some important classes of tables has been
analyzed in [45]. The overall methodology and recent results of the tabular approach
are presented in [24].
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Fig. 1. A part of the software requirements for the water level monitoring system of the A-7 aircraft.
The tabular notation is currently used among others by the Software Engineering
Research Group (SERG) at McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada [43],
Ontario Hydro [30], Naval Research Laboratory [14], ORA Inc., [19], and University
of California at Irvine [13,27].
In this paper we propose a more general and more homogeneous approach. Instead
of many dierent classes of tables and separate semantics in each case (as in [36]), we
shall introduce only one general denition of tables, each class of [36] could be derived
as a special case. The model will also indicate the other, not considered in [36], classes
of tables that could be constructed in the general framework. The central concept in
our approach is so-called cell connection graph which characterizes information ow
(‘where do I start reading the table and where do I get my result?’) of a given table.
The model presented in this paper covers all the known types of tables used in the
Software Industry (cf. [1]).
All examples of tables used in this paper are very simple on purpose. In actual
practice, the specications, or the requirements for a software system are presented with
simple tables. For instance, the software requirements for the water level monitoring
system of A-7 aircraft is written as some small tables like the table in Fig. 1. This table
is borrowed from [42] the notation used in it is introduced in the A-7 document [16].
For more realistic examples (as loop invariants, program specications) the reader
is referenced to [1,39,43].
The key assumptions behind the idea of tabular expressions are:
 The intended behaviour of programs is modelled by a (usually complex) relation,
say R.
 The relation R may itself be complex but it can be built from a collection of relations
R, 2 I , where I is a set of indices, each R can be specied rather easily. In most
cases, R can be dened by a simple linear formula that can be held in few cells of
a table. Some cells dene the domain of R, the others dene the value of R.
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 The tabular expression that describes R is a structured collection of cells containing
denitions of R’s. The structure of a tabular expression informs how the relation R
can be composed of all the R’s.
The paper [34] provided a major motivation for this work. The early results have been
presented in [22]. The paper is a revised version of [23].
We assume that the reader is familiar with such concepts as function, relation,
Cartesian product, etc. [12,40]. The standard mathematical notation is used throughout
the paper.
In Section 2, we introduce tabular expressions of relations, present six \topologically"
dierent types of cell connection graphs, and give the denition of tabular expression
(or table) as 7-tuple. In Section 3, we elaborate on two components of this 7-tuple:
the table predicate rule and the table relation rule. In Section 4, we show how to
compose the relation specied by a tabular expression from the relations described in
appropriate guard and value cells. We also show how our approach is related to the
standard Relation Algebra. Section 5 contains a nal comment.
2. Tabular expressions
Intuitively, a table is an organized collection of sets of cells, each cell contains an
appropriate expression. Such an organized collection of empty cells, without expres-
sions, will be called a table skeleton. We assume that a cell is a primitive concept
which does not need to be explained.
 A header H is an indexed set of cells, H = fhi j i2 Ig, where I = f1; 2; : : : ; kg, some
k, is a set of indexes.
 A grid G indexed by headers H1; : : : ; Hn, with Hj = fhji j i2 I jg, j=1; : : : ; n is an
indexed set of cells G, where G= fg j 2 Ig, and I =
Qn
i=1 I
i (or I = I 1   I n).
The set I is the index of G.
A collection of headers H1; : : : ; Hn and a grid G indexed by them can be regarded
as a rst approximation of table skeleton.
The elements of the set Components= fH1; : : : ; Hn; Gg are called table components.
Fig. 2 illustrates the above denitions.
A table is intended to represent a relation R. The relation R is composed from
R’s, 2 I , i.e. R=~2I R. The various types of operation ~ will be discussed in
Section 4.
The assumption is that every R is fully specied by some expressions held in one
grid cell g, and header cells h
j
jj 2Hj, where  j j is the jth coordinate of  (i.e. if
=(j1; : : : ; jn), then  j 3= j3) for j=1; : : : ; n.
For every 2 I we dene
Components= fh1j1; : : : ; hnjn; gg:
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Fig. 2. An example of headers H1; H2, I1 = f1; 2; 3g, I2 = f1; 2g, and grid G.
For simplicity we will write Components32 instead of Components(3;2) etc. In the case
of Fig. 2, we have Components32 = fh13; h22; g32g, R=~ j=1;2i=1;2;3 Ri; j, R22 is dened by the
expressions held in g22, h12, h
2
2, while R32 is dened by the expressions held in g32, h
1
3,
h22, etc.
We assume that every relation R, 2 I is specied by an expression of the form 2
if P then E
where P is the predicate that denes the domain of R and E is the predicate that
denes the values of R. For example if x1<0^ x2<0 then y2 = x21+x22, or if −16x<0
then y22 + x=0_y1 = 1 (see Fig. 3).
The expressions P and E are built from the other expressions, all the expres-
sions from which P and E are constructed are held in the cells h1i1 ; : : : ; h
n
in ; g, where
=(i1; : : : ; in) (see Fig. 3).
The following two important properties are assumed:
 Each cell may hold either a part of P or a part of E, but not both.
 The distribution of P and E into appropriate cells is independent of .
In other words, each table component, a header or grid, can either hold only
the elements used to dene P’s or the elements used to dene E’s. This means
we can divide Components= fH1; : : : ; Hn; Gg into two sets Guards and Values, such
that
Guards 6= ;; Values 6= ;; Components=Guards\Values; Guards\Values= ;:
We also dene Guards=Guards\Components, and Values=Values\Components,
2 I .
2 The predicate if P then E can equivalently be written as P ^E. We shall prefer if{then form be-
cause it is more readable, in particular when P itself contains \^" operator (see Fig. 6). But clearly
if P then E =P ^E. Do not confuse \if P then E" with \P)E.
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Fig. 3. Two examples of placing P and E into cells. The cells containing the elements of E have double
line borders.
Guards contains elements of P, Values contains elements of E. There is only
one grid G, so it may belong to either Values or Guards.
The denition of Guards and Values enables us to introduce the concept of a cell
connection graph. 3
The cell connection graph characterizes information ow (\where do I start reading
the table and where do I get my result?"). It is a relation that could be interpreted as
an acyclic directed graph with the grid and all headers as the nodes.
Let 7−! be a relation 7−! ComponentsComponents satisfying
8A; B2Components: A 7−!B) ((A=G _B=G)^A 6=B): (1)
In other words, each arc that represents 7−! must either start from or end at the
grid G.
The relation 7−!, transitive and reexive closure of 7−!, is a partial order [12],
so we can talk about both maximal and minimal elements w.r.t. 7−!.
The relation 7−! is a cell connection graph if
1. A is maximal w.r.t. 7−! =)A2Values,
2. A is minimal w.r.t. 7−! =)A2Guards,
3. 8A2Guards(T ) :8B2Values(T ) : A 7−!+B.
The cell connection graph 7−! represents information ow among table cells and,
intuitively, if the component A is built from the cells describing the domain of a
3 In earlier papers [1,2,23], the cell connection graph was introduced rst and the partition of Components
later.
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relation=function specied, and the component B is built from the cells that describe
how to calculate the values of the relation=function specied, then we expect A 7−!+B,
where 7−!+ is the transitive closure of 7−!. This means that the components built
from the cell describing the domains are never maximal, while the components built
from the cells containing formulae for values are never minimal.
One can also easily prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Only the grid G can be neutral; and there exists at most one neutral
component.
There are six \topologically" dierent types of cell connection graphs.
Type 1. Each element is either maximal or minimal. There is only one maximal
element.
Type 2a. There is only one maximal element and one neutral element. The neutral
element belongs to Guards.
Type 2b. There is only one maximal element and one neutral element. The neutral
element belongs to Values.
Type 3a. There is a neutral element and more than one maximal element. The neutral
element belongs to Guards.
Type 3b. There is a neutral element and more than one maximal element. The neutral
element belongs to Values.
Type 4. Each element is either maximal or minimal. There is only one minimal
element.
The division into types 1{4 is based on the shape of the relation 7−!, types a and
b result from dierent decompositions into Guards and Values. Fig. 4 illustrates all
cases for n=3. When the number of headers is smaller than 3, the cases 3a and 3b
disappear.
It turns out that
 normal tables of [34] are of type 1,
 inverted, decision and generalized decision tables [19,34] belong to type 2a,
 type 2b vector tables of [34] are of type 2b.
Types 3a, 3b, and 4 have no known wide application yet. They seem to be useful when
some degree of non-determinism is allowed. Types 3a and 3b might also be useful as
a representation of complex vector tables. The paper [1] provides an excellent survey
of all type of tables used in Software Engineering practice.
The type of cell connection graph will usually be identied by a small icon resem-
bling an appropriate graph from Fig. 4. The icon is placed in left upper corner of the
table. Table components belonging to Values have double borders. Fig. 5 illustrates
the concepts discussed above.
The triple
TSK =(Components;Guards;Values)
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Fig. 4. Six dierent types of cell connection graphs (n=3).
will be called a Table Skeleton. A table skeleton represents the structure of a tabular
expression that is independent of the particular values of R’s. To dene tabular ex-
pressions completely we have to precisely describe how particular cells are lled, how
P and E should be constructed from the contents of appropriate cells.
Recall the idea we were using is the following:
 the expressions dening the relational expression’s E’s are held in value cells
Values.
 the expressions dening the predicate expression’s P’s are held in guard cells
Guards.
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Fig. 5. Two examples of Guards, Values and 7−!.
However, the partition of cells into value and guard types is not sucient. Let us
consider the examples in Fig. 3. The top one is intended to correspond to the expression
if x1<0^ x2<0 then y2 = x21 + x22. But why we write x1<0^ x2<0? Why not for
example: x1<0_ x2<0, or :(x1<0)^ x2<0, etc.? The bottom one is intended to
correspond to the expression if − 16x<0 then y1 = 1_y22 + x=0, or, using slightly
dierent notation, Rij =Qij [ Sij, where Qij = if − 16x<0 then y1 = 1 and Sij = if
− 16x<0 then y22 + x=0. Again, why we write y1 = 1_y22 + x=0, or why we use
Rij =Qij [ Sij?
A table skeleton does not provide any information on how the domain and val-
ues of the relation (function) specied are determined; such information must be
added.
Let TSK =(Components;Guards;Values) be a table skeleton. Assume that
Guards= fB1; : : : ; Brg, and Values= fA1; : : : ; Asg.
 A predicate expression PR(B1; : : : ; Br), where B1; : : : ; Br are variables, is called a
table predicate rule.
 A relation expression RR(A1; : : : ; As), where A1; : : : ; As are variables, is called table
relation rule.
The predicate P, 2 I , can now be derived from PR(B1; : : : ; Bs) by replacing each
variable Bi by the content of the cell that belongs to fBig\Guards. Similarly, the re-
lation expression E can now be derived from RR(A1; : : : ; As) by replacing each variable
Ai by the content of the cell that belongs to fAig\Values.
More detailed forms of table predicate rules and table relation rules are discussed in
Section 4. The table predicate and relation rules are sucient to understand how the
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expressions if P then E can be built from the contents of appropriate cells. We still
do not know how the relation R should be built from all R’s.
 A relation expression CR of the form R=~2I R is called a table composition rule.
In general, ~2I R is a relational expression builts from the expressions dening R’s,
and various relational operators. We shall discuss it in detail in Section 4.
We can now dene formally the concept of a tabular expression:
 A tabular expression (or table) is a tuple
T =(TSK; PR; RR; CR;	; IN; OUT)
where TSK is a table skeleton, PR, RR, CR are respectively table predicate rule, table
relation rule, and table composition rule, 	 is a mapping which assigns a predicate
expression, or part of it, to each guard cell, and a relation expression, or part of it,
to each value cell. The predicate expressions have variables over IN, the relation
expression have variables over INOUT, where IN is the set (usually heterogenous
Cartesion product) of inputs, and OUT is the set (usually heterogenous Cartesian
product) of outputs.
For every tabular expression T , we dene the signature of T as
SignT =(PR; RR; CR; 7−!):
The signature describes all the global and structural information about the table. We
may say that a tabular expression is a triple: signature, skeleton { which describes the
number of elements in headers and indexing of the grid, and the mapping 	 { which
describes the content of all cells.
Examples of tables are presented in Figs. 6{8. The signatures enriched by informa-
tion about variables are presented separately in special two column tables. The above
denitions describe, more or less, the syntax of tables. However, the word ‘syntax’
here has the meaning closer to that used in Linguistics than in Mathematics and Com-
puter Science. In general, 	 may assign predicate expression, or part of it, to guard
cells, and relation expression, or part of it, to value cells. We do not assume much
about 	.
Let I be the index of T , let
P=PR[	(c1)=B1; : : : ; 	(cs)=Bs];
E=RR[	(d1)=A1; : : : ; 	(dr)=Ar];
(2)
where ci=Bi \Guards, i=1; : : : ; s, and di=Ai \Values, i=1; : : : ; r, PR[	(c1)=
B1; : : : ; 	(cs)=Bs] is obtained from PR by replacing each Bi by 	(ci), and similarly
for RR[: : :].
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Fig. 6. Two examples of tabular expressions { normal (above) and inverted (below).
Both PR and RR must satisfy the following consistency rule:
 for every 2 I , PP is a syntactically correct predicate expression,
 for every 2 I , RR is a syntactically correct relation expression.
The relation composition expression CR is built from the relation=function names, in-
dexes, and relational operators (see Section 4).
 The semantics of a tabular expression T can now be dened as a relation
RT =CR(R);
where R= if P then E.
Figs. 6{8 illustrate the above denitions.
3. Table predicate rules and table relation rules
The predicate expression PR is built from table component names (variables)
B1; : : : ; Br , where Guards= fB1; : : : ; Brg, logical operators \^", \_", \:" (however
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Fig. 7. Next two examples of tabular expressions { vector table (above) and decision table [20] (below).
\:" is at present disallowed for implementation reasons in the SERG tool package
[1,43]), the replacement operator, some constant and relation symbols. The replacement
operator is of the form E[E1=x], where E, E1 are expressions, x is a variable or con-
stant, and E[E1=x] represents a new expression derived from E by replacing every
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Fig. 8. Another two examples of tabular expressions { generalized decision (above) and type 4 (below).
occurrence of x in EE1. The constants and relation symbols depend on the type of
input domain of the relation specied, dom(R). The relation symbol \=" can always
be used. If the elements of dom(R) are ordered, the relation symbols \<", \>" can
be used. 4
The relation expression RR is built from table component names A1; : : : ; Ar (vari-
ables), where Values(T )= fA1; : : : ; Arg, set operators \[", \\", etc., relation operators
\=", \<", \>", etc., the operator of concatenation’ \". 5
4. Composing R from R
One of the fundamental assumptions behind the concept of tabular expressions is that
the relation R specied by a tabular expression can be composed from the relations R,
4 The survey [1] indicates that \^", \_", \=" and \E[E1=x]" suce in most cases. They are the only
operators used in [1] here the most of known types of tables were analyzed and converted in the extension
of the earlier version [22] of the approach presented here.
5 For example for Fig. 6 we have ((y1 = )  (x1 + x2)) = (y1 = x1 + x2), ((y3j)  (y3 + x1x2 = jy3j3)
= (y3 j y3 + x1x2 = jy3j3), where (y3 j y3 + x1x2 = jy3j3) means that y3 is the (only) output variable in
the expression y3 + x1x2 = jy3j3.
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2 I , where all R’s are described in appropriate guard and value cells, i.e. ~2I . In this
section, we study some operations that can be regarded as ~. We start with introducing
some basic concept of the algebra of relation. The next subsection contains the classical
denitions and results [40]. The new concepts and results start from subsection 4.2,
where the concept of \being a part of" and some new operations are discussed.
4.1. Basic elements of relation algebra
By a (heterogenous) relation R from X to Y we mean any subset of the Cartesian
product X Y , i.e. RX Y . In this case we say that the relation R has the type
X $Y , which we write as R :X $Y (and we read: R has the type X $Y ). By con-
vention, when we write RX$Y we mean that this relation has the type X $Y . We say
that the relation RX$Y is homogeneous if X =Y . When the context allows to identify
the type or when the type is of no importance, we simply write R.
For every relation R :X $Y , we dene
dom(R) = fx j 9y2Y :(x; y)2Rg;
range(R) = fy j 9x2X :(x; y)2Rg:
In this paper we assume the relations are heterogeneous in general. We shall now recall
the basic components and operations of heterogenous relation algebras.
We have ve basic relational operations: supremum (union), inmum (intersection),
complement, inverse and composition. Let PA$B and QC$D be two relations.
 The supremum (union) of PA$B and QC$D, denoted by PA$B [QC$D, is dened as
PA$B [QC$D=
(
f(x;y) j (x;y)2PA$B _ (x;y)2QC$Dg if A=C and B=D;
undened otherwise:
 The inmum (intersection) of PA$B and QC$D, denoted by PA$B \QC$D, is dened
as
PA$B \QC$D=
(
f(x;y) j (x;y)2PA$B ^ (x;y)2QC$Dg if A=C and B=D;
undened otherwise:
 The complement of PA$B, denoted by PA$B, is dened as
PA$B= f(x; y) j x2A^y2B^ (x; y) 62PA$Bg:
 The converse of relation PA$B, P^A$B, is dened as
P^A$B= f(x; y) j (y; x)2PA$Bg:
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 The relational composition of PA$B and QC$D, denoted by PA$B;QC$D, is dened
as
PA$B;QC$D=
(
f(x;y) j 9z 2B  ((x;z)2PA$B ^ (z;y)2QC$D)g if B=C;
undened otherwise:
The unary operations and ^ are total, while the binary operations [;\; and ; are
partial. The operations supremum and inmum are just set theoretical union and inter-
section but restricted to the relations of the same type. We shall use the same symbol
for both relational and set theoretical operations; however for relations these operations
are no longer total.
We have three special kind of relations: identity, universal relation, and the empty
relation.
 For every set A, the relation IA$ A = f(x; x) j x2Ag is called the identity on A
(of type A$A).
 For every two sets A; B, the relation >A$ B =AB is called the universal relation
(of type A$B).
 For every two sets A; B, the relation ?A$ B = f(x; y) j falseg is called the empty re-
lation (of type A$B).
For the usual rules of the calculus of relations see [5,8,40,41].
There are many dierent types of relations; however in this paper we shall use only
two: total relations, and functions (univalent relations).
 The relation RA$ B is total if dom(RA$ B)=A.
 The relation RA$ B is a function (univalent relation) if
8x2A:8y; z 2B: (x; y)2R^ (x; z)2R) y= z:
If f is a function we shall rather write f :A −! B instead of fA$ B .
Corollary 4.1. For each relation R:
1. R is total , >=R ;>;
2. R is function , R^ ; R I , R ; IR.
We shall now dene the concept of a restriction of a relation.
 For every set AX and every relation RX$ Y we dene a relation RjAX Y ,
restriction of R to A, as
8x2X: 8y2Y: (x; y)2RjA , x2A^ (x; y)2R:
In other words, if PA(x) is a predicate that describes the set A, i.e. x2A,PA(x), and
R(x; y) is a relational expression that denes the relation R, i.e. (x; y)2R,R(x; y),
then the relation RjA is described by the expression PA(x)^R(x; y) of if PA(x)
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then R(x; y) (see Footnote 1). If R has a type X $Y then RjA has a type A$Y .
The same notation will be used for functions.
For the rest of the paper, we assume T to be an universal set of indices and
fDi j i2Tg to be an appropriate set of domains.
We shall also use the following notation:
 For every I T , let DI =
Q
i2I Di, where
Q
i2I is a direct product over I .
The set DI can be seen as the set of all functions f : I !
S
i2I Di such that
8i2 I:f(i)2Di. A reader without experience in this kind of notation is referred to
the appendix which contains illustrative examples. We will always write explicitly fjK
to denote the restriction of the function f to K . We shall now recall the concept of a
projection.
 Let J  I T . The projection from DI onto DJ , denoted by I J , is dened as
I J = f(f; g) jf2DI ^ g=fjJg:
Note that I J is a relation, I J :DI$DJ . From this denition, it follows immediately
that, TT = IDT $ DT , and I 
^
J ; I J = IDJ $ DJ and I J is total.
4.2. The relation part of
The fundamental idea behind the concept of tabular expressions is that it allows to
specify, in an intuitive and relatively easy way, a complex relation or function from
parts. It is assumed that the parts may be dened rather easily, but the whole may not.
When software engineers discuss a specication using tabular expression, the statements
like \this is a part of a bigger relation" can be heard very often.
Unfortunately, the only meaning of \being a part of ", can so far be only an intuitive
one, since the standard algebra of relations lacks the formal concept of being a part of
concept. 6 The concept of subset is not enough, for instance if AB and D=BC,
then A is not a subset of D, but is obviously a part of D.
Intuitively, in most cases, R is a part of R.
In this subsection we give an initial attempt to dene the relation \a part of " for
the algebra of relations. We start with the concept of \part of " for direct products.
6 The relation part of is the basic notion of Lesniewski’s Mereology [44], which is a version of set theory
proposed as an antinomy-free counterpart of naive Cantor set theory. Lesniewski’s systems are dierent
than the standard set theory based on Zermello{Freankel axioms. Unfortunately, the formal translation of
Lesniewski’s ideas into the standard set theory framework is not obvious, although possible [44], and certainly
beyond the scope of this paper. The relation v introduced in this paper roughly (and intuitively) can be seen
as a special case of Lesniewski’s part of. The relation part of was also a partial motivation for introduction
the cylindric algebras (\a circle is a part of a cylinder", see [17]), but this concept never become a formal
part of cylindric algebras.
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 Let I; J be subsets of T such that I  J , and let ADI ; BDJ . We dene the relation
v as
A v B , 8f2A:9g2B:f= gjI :
We shall say that A is part of B is A v B.
Clearly if I = J then A v B,AB. For example, if BX1X2X3X4 and
AX2X4, then A v B,8(x2; x4)2A:9x1 2X1; x3 2X3: (x1; x2; x3; x4)2B.
We shall now extend the concept of part of to the relations.
 Let I; J; K , and L be subsets of T such that K  I and L J . Let P : DK$DL and
Q :DI$DJ be two relations. We dene v as
P v Q , 8(f1; f2)2P:9(g1; g2)2Q:f1 = g1jK ^f2 = g2jL:
If PvQ we say that P is part of Q. Consider the following example. We take
I = f2; 3g and J = f2g, T = f1; 2; 3g. Let P : DI$DJ and let Q :DT $DT be rela-
tions such that
P= f((; m); ); ((; n); )g;
Q= f((1; ; m); (2; ; m)); ((2; ; n); (2; ; n)); ((2; ; m); (2; ; n))g:
We have PvQ since (; m)= (1; ; m)jf2;3g; =(2; ; m)jf2g, and (; n)= (2; ; n)jf2;3g;
=(2; ; n)jf2g. A question one may ask is \can v be expressed in terms of standard
relational algebra operations?". To answer this question we start with the concept of a
cylindrication relation.
 Let I J , called a cylindrication relation, be the following relation:
I J = I J ; I 
^
J :
The relation I J expresses the fact that projecting from DI onto DJ followed by
the inverse operation comes down to preserve uniquely the components given by the
family of indexes J . The eect of this relation is similar to what is expressed in
cylindric algebras [3,17,18] by some unary operators called cylindrication operators.
The relation I J has been introduced and analyzed in [25].
Clearly we have I J = I 
^
J , and if K  J then I J ; I K = I K .
The relation I J can also be dened element-wise.
Lemma 4.2.
(f; g)2 I J , f2DI ^ g2DI ^fjJ = gjJ :
Proof. Directly from the deniton of projection and composition.
Corollary 4.3. Let I; J; K; and L be subsets of T such that K  I and L J . Let
P :DK$DL and Q :DI$DJ be two relations.
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1. I K ; P ; J 
^
L = f(f; g) jf2DI ^ g2DJ ^ (fjK ; gjL)2Pg;
2. I K ; Q ; J L = f(f; g) jf2DI ^ g2DJ ^9(h; t)2Q(hjK =fjK ^ tjL= gjL)g.
We can now dene v in terms of projections and cylindrications.
Theorem 4.4. Let I; J; K; and L be subsets of T; such that K  I and L J . Let
P :DK$DL and Q :DI$DJ be two relations. Then
P v Q , I K ; P ; J ^L  I K ; Q ; J L :
Proof.
I K ; P ; J 
^
L  I K ; Q ; J L
, hCorollary 4:3i
f(f; g) jf2DI ^ g2DJ ^ (fjK ; gjL)2Pg
f(f; g) jf2DI ^ g2DJ ^9(g1; g2)2Q (g1jK =fjK ^ g2jL= gjL)g
, hrelabelling fjK and gjL as f1 and f2; respectivelyi
8(f1; f2)2P(9(g1; g2)2Q (g1jK =f1 ^ g2jL=f2))
, hdenition of vi
P v Q:
4.3. Operations , ⊗ and 	
The survey of known tables used in Software Engineering [1] has shown that in
all cases we have either R=
LN
R or R=
NL
R (or some special case of the
above two) where  and ⊗ are some generalizations of [ and \. The operation 	 is
a generalization of n. Note that the operations , ⊗ are total ([, \ are partial).
Let P and Q be two relations such that P :DI$DJ and Q :DK$DL. We dene
P ⊗ Q= f(f; g)2DI[K DJ[L j (fjI ; gjJ )2P ^ (fjK ; gjL)2Qg;
P  Q= f(f; g)2DI[K DJ[L j (fjI ; gjJ )2P _ (fjK ; gjL)2Qg;
P 	 Q= f(f; g)2DI[K DJ[L j (fjI ; gjJ )2P ^ (fjK ; gjL) 62 Qg:
Let P :X1X3$X5 and Q :X1X2$X4 where X1 =X2 =X3 =X4 =X5 =Reals.
Suppose that
P= f((x1; x3); x5) j x5 = x1 + x3g
and
Q= f((x1; x2); x4) j x4 = x1  x2g:
Then we have
P  Q= f((x1; x2; x3); (x4; x5)) j ((x1; x3); x5)2P _ ((x1; x2); x4)2Qg;
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P ⊗ Q= f((x1; x2; x3); (x4; x5)) j ((x1; x3); x5)2P ^ ((x1; x2); x4)2Qg
and
P 	 Q= f((x1; x2; x3); (x4; x5)) j ((x1; x3); x5)2P ^ ((x1; x2); x4) 62Qg:
Lemma 4.5. If P :DI$DJ and Q :DK$DL. Then
PQ= (I[K)I ; P ; (J[L)^J [ (I[K)K ; Q ; (J[L)^L;
P⊗Q= (I[K)I ; P ; (J[L)^J \ (I[K)K ; Q ; (J[L)^L;
P	Q= (I[K)I ; P ; (J[L)^J \ (I[K)K ; Q ; (J[L)^L:
Proof. 1.
P  Q= (I[K)I ; P ; (J[L)^J [ (I[K)K ; Q ; (J[L)^L
= hCorollary 4:3(1) & fxjpg [ fxjqg= fxjp_ qgi
f(f; g)2DI[K DJ\L j (fjI ; gjJ )2P _ (fjK ; gjL)2Qg:
The proofs of 2 and 3 are similar.
One may observe that if I =K and J =L then P ⊗ Q=P \ Q; P  Q=P [ Q, and
P 	 Q=PnQ. The operator ⊗ can also be regarded as a generalization of a natural
join operator used in relational databases [2].
It turns out we can express 	 and  using ⊗;[, and .
Lemma 4.6. Let P;Q; and R be relations. Then
P 	 Q=P ⊗ Q and also P  Q=P ⊗ Q [ P ⊗ Q [ P ⊗ Q:
The proof follows from the fact that I J is total and univalent.
We will now show that  and ⊗ obey distributivity laws similar to those for [
and \.
Lemma 4.7. Let P; Q; and R be relations.
1. P ⊗ (Q  R)= (P ⊗ Q) (P ⊗ R);
2. P  (Q ⊗ R)= (P  Q)⊗ (P  Q).
Proof. Let P :DI$DJ , Q :DK$DL and R :DM $DN .
1.
P ⊗ (Q  R)
= hdenition of i
P ⊗ ((K[M)K ; Q ; (L[N )^L [ (K[M)M ; R ; (L[N )^N )
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= hdenition of ⊗i
(I[K[M)I ; P ; (J[L[N )
^
J
\ (I[K[M)K[M ; ((K[M)K ; Q ; (L[N )^L [ (K[M)M ; R ; (L[N )^N ) ; (J[L[N )^L[N
= h[-distributivity of ; & [-distributivity of \i
(I[K[M)I ; P ; (J[L[N )
^
J
\ (I[K[M)K[M ; (K[M)K ; Q ; (L[N )^L ; (J[L[N )^L[N
[ (I[K[M)I ; P ; (J[L[N )^J
\ (I[K[M)K[M ; (K[M)M ; R ; (L[N )^N ; (J[L[N )^L[N
= hI J ; J K = I K
& (P ; Q)^=Q^ ; P^i
(I[K[M)I ; P ; (J[L[N )
^
J \ (I[K[M)K ; Q ; (J[L[N )^L
[ (I[K[M)I ; P ; (J[L[N )^J \ (I[K[M)M ; R ; (J[L[N )^N
= hfor K  J  I we have I J ; J K = I K
& (P ; Q)^=Q^ ; P^
& [ -distributivity of ; i
(I[K[M)I[K ; ((I[K)I ; P ; (J[L)
^
J \ (I[K)K ; Q ; (J[L)^L) ; (J[L[N )^J[L
[ (I[K[M)I[M ; ((I[M)I ; P ; (J[N )^J \ (I[M)M ; R ; (J[N )^N ) ; (J[L[N )^J[N
= hdenition of ⊗i
(I[K[M)I[K ; (P ⊗ Q) ; (J[L[N )^J[L
[ (I[K[M)I[M ; (P ⊗ R) ; (J[L[N )^J[N
= hdenition of i
(P ⊗ Q) (P ⊗ R)
2. The proof is similar to the previous, except that we use the following facts: I J
is univalent, and if P is univalent then we have P ; (Q \ R) ; P^=P ; Q ; P^ \
P ; R ; P^.
4.4. Classication on the basis of table composition rule
Let R be a relation specied by a tabular expression. The survey [1] shows that
the patterns
L
j
N
i Ri; j,
N
j
L
i Ri; j, and their special cases as
N
j
S
i Ri; j,
S
 R, andS
i
N
j Ri; j are sucient in all the cases. This gives us some bases for the following
classication.
 The table is called plain if R= S2I R.
 The table is called output-vector if R=NjLi Ri; j.
 The table is called input-vector if R=LiNj Ri; j.
All tables modeled in [22] are plain. The vector tables of [34] are of output-vector
type, the most of (but not all) decision tables [19,20,34] are of input-vector type.
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5. Final comment
In the paper a formal semantics for tabular expressions is proposed. The tables intro-
duced here are generalizations of those from [1,22,39]. As opposed to [34], one model
covers all cases. An introduction of cell connection graph, table predicate rules, table
relation rules and table composition rules gives us a tool to dene various types of
tables, some of them could really be useful. The cell connection graph and the table
composition rule are major sources of the classication (on the syntactic level, without
taking 	 into account). In this paper the tabular expressions have been divided into
six dierent classes according to cell connection graph, and three major types have
been distinguished according to the table connection rule. This paper is an extension
and continuation of [1,22,23]. In [22] only plain tables were considered, Ref. [1] gives
some initial models for non-plain tables. The model covers all types of tables cur-
rently used in Software Engineering. It also allows us to dene precisely new types
tables.
An alternative semantics in terms of arrays of relations has been proposed in [10].
The operations , ⊗ and 	 were application driven. We think that in general the
problem of composing R from R’s, 2 I , is an open research problem, that can be
formulated as \how to build the whole, i.e. R, from the parts, i.e. R’s" in terms of
the algebra of relations.
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Appendix
This appendix contains some illustrative examples of direct product, restriction op-
eration, projection and cylindrication relations. We start with the example of a direct
product.
Example A.1. Let T = fu; v; wg; Du= f1; 2g; Dv= f; g and Dw = fm; ng.
DT =
Q
t 2 T
Dt =DuDvDw = f(a; b; c)ja2Du ^ b2Dv ^ c2Dwg
The set DT can be seen as the folowing relation:
ffjf : fu; v; wg −! f1; 2; ; ; m; ng^f(u)2Du ^f(v)2Dv ^f(w)2Dwg:
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The following three tables represent these two isomorphic representations of DT . The
rst table represents DT as a set of functions. In the second table we have, with a
permutation of the columns, the same set of functions. The representation given by the
third table supposes that the elements of the rst column belong to Du, the elements
of the second column belong to Dv, and the elements of the third column belong
to Dw.
f(u)f(v)f(w)
1  m
1  n
1  m
1  n
2  m
2  n
2  m
2  n
,
f(w)f(v)f(u)
m  1
n  1
m  1
n  1
m  2
n  2
m  2
n  2
1  m
1  n
1  m
1  n
2  m
2  n
2  m
2  n
The next example is an example of a function restriction.
Example A.2. If I = f1; 2; 3; 4g, K = f2; 4g, DI =X1X2X3X4, f=(x1; x2;
x3; x4)2DI (or f : f1; 2; 3; 4g!D1 [ D2 [ D3 [ D4, and f(i)= xi, i=1; 2; 3; 4), then
fK : f2; 4g!D2 [ D4, fjK (i)= xi, i=2; 4, i.e. fjK =(x2; x4).
We shall now illustrate the concept of projection relation.
Example A.3. We continue with the terms of Example A.1. Let us take I = fv; wg.
The following tables illustrate the relation TI . A row from the rst table represents
a function f2DT and the corresponding row from the second table represents a
function g2DI . Hence, a whole row represents a member of TI , i.e., third row,
((1; ; m); (; m))2 TI .
f(u)f(v)f(w)
1  m
1  n
1  m
1  n
2  m
2  n
2  m
2  n
g(v) g(w)
 m
 n
 m
 n
 m
 n
 m
 n
In this case we can either write
TI = f(f; g) jf2DT ^ g2DI ^f(v)= g(v)^f(w)= g(w)g:
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or, by using tuples instead of functions,
TI = f((a; b; c); (b0; c0)) j b0= b^ c0= cg:
The last example is an example of cylindrication relation.
Example A.4. Let us take the projection TI of Example A.3. We have
T I = TI ; T 
^
I
= hExample A.3i
f((a; b; c); (b0; c0)) j b0= b^ c0= cg ; f((b; c); (a0; b0; c0)) j b0= b^ c0= cg
= hdenition of ;i
f((a; b; c); (a0; b0; c0)) j b0= b^ c0= cg:
The tables below illustrate the relation T I , where T , I , and DT are those from
Example A.1. A row from the rst table is an element of DT . The same row from the
second table corresponds to this element by T I . A tuple: (a row from rst table, a
row from the second table) is an element of the relation T I .
1  m
1  m
1  n
1  n
1  m
1  m
1  n
1  n
2  m
2  m
2  n
2  n
2  m
2  m
2  n
2  n
1  m
2  m
1  n
2  n
1  m
2  m
1  n
2  n
2  m
1  m
2  n
1  n
2  m
1  m
2  n
1  n
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